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Alleged Ukrainian Plot to Assassinate Tucker Carlson in
Russia Thwarted

AP Images
Tucker Carlson

Simon Ateba, chief White House
correspondent at Today News Africa in
Washington, D.C., reports that a man named
Vasily Petrov Alekseevich from Podolsk,
Russia, was arrested in Moscow and accused
of conspiring with Ukraine to assassinate
Tucker Carlson.

Alekseevich claims he was recruited and
offered $4,000 by the Main Directorate of
Intelligence of the Ministry of Defense of
Ukraine to assassinate Tucker Carlson while
he was in Moscow to interview Russian
President Vladimir Putin.

In the video, Alekseevich stated he was
trained by Ukrainian intelligence in
espionage, communications, assembly of
explosive devices, and retrieval of explosives
from dead drops. He states that he was
instructed to place an explosive device on a
vehicle in the underground parking lot of the
Four Seasons Hotel in Moscow.

Alekseevich states the plot was thwarted when he was arrested while preparing to carry out the
assassination, stating, “I was arrested during the preparation stage.”

BREAKING – $4,000 FROM UKRAINE TO ASSASSINATE TUCKER CARLSON: A man has
just been arrested in Moscow, accused of being paid by Ukrainian intelligence to plant an
explosive device on Tucker Carlson's vehicle and assassinate the prominent American
journalist while he was there to… pic.twitter.com/L6xFfvF5SB

— Simon Ateba (@simonateba) February 26, 2024

https://t.co/L6xFfvF5SB
https://twitter.com/simonateba/status/1762208368016425173?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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